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Executive Summary  

 

Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) play an integral role in the ecological community of the 

Southern Ocean. Information to monitor biomass and distribution is extremely important to 

scientists and managers, particularly due to recent warming trends along the Western Antarctic 

Peninsula. Active acoustic systems provide a robust, reliable method for measuring krill 

biomass and distribution. The intent of this project was to develop tools and methodologies in 

MatLab and ArcGIS to assess variations in krill patch size, latitudinal and longitudinal 

distribution, as well as depth dependent patterns. Pre-processed acoustic Doppler current 

profiler (ADCP) backscatter data, from one-month cruises over 5 years, were used as a template 

to produce maps, tables, and graphs. The standardized output products allow for qualitative 

comparisons across multiple years within the Palmer Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) 

study site. Eventually, whale satellite-tag data can be cross-referenced to determine if the 

spatial scale of whale feeding behavior coincides with the krill patch size or location; which is 

critical to interpreting changes within the ecosystem and the foraging dynamics of predators. 

 

The initial section of the report presents an overview of Antarctic krill behavior and life history, 

regional warming implications, and the history of the LTER and acoustic biomass surveys. 

Technical information is presented concerning the operation of an ADCP and data processing; 

ADCP data require correction and calibration for use in biomass backscatter measurement. A 

literature review of previous studies provides context of current knowledge within the field, 

and highlights shortcomings that this project will address. 

 

Next, the study site and data collection methods are discussed, including the acquisition, 

processing, and storage of acoustic data. Two datasets used as templates in script 

development, from Meng Zhou and the Common Ocean Data Access System (CODAS), are 

described in Data Analysis. The ArcGIS Data Import, ADCP Average and Integration, and User 

Selection models provide methods to manipulate data on a variety of spatial scales. These tools 

allow the user to select an area of interest and determine the resolution of the resultant 
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acoustic backscatter data based on the needs of the study. Output tables are then used to 

create maps and plots of biomass for further analysis in ArcMap and MatLab.

The third section discusses qualitative results from five LTER cruises. Histograms of depth-

integrated, latitude and longitude, and depth-separated backscatter data provided the basis for 

comparative analysis within a single year. Large aggregations are found inshore and within 

protected bays of the local islands surrounding the Western Antarctic Peninsula. As ship 

transects move offshore and south, size and intensity of acoustic return decreases. Additionally, 

depth correlated patterns show high backscattering values near the surface, with a slight drop 

off, and potentially bimodal signal as the signal moves deeper through the water column. 

 

Finally, a discussion of the results shows that there is indeed variation in patch size, 

distribution, and depth dependent patterns across each year based on the ADCP data 

processed to this point. The backscatter data based at this point on uncorrected, uncalibrated 

acoustic returns agrees with previous studies, which described retentive patterns that keep krill 

entrained in local bays during the austral summer. This is in contrast to the eastern Antarctic, in 

which krill move offshore as summer approaches. Location and depth patterns were not as 

apparent due to limitations within the dataset that did not allow for precise relative estimates 

of biomass. These patterns can be illuminated through further investigation into the CODAS 

data, or the acquisition of post-processed data. Furthermore, by obtaining actual biomass 

estimates, we can determine if patch size or location is an indicator of whale feeding 

preference. The tools developed provided an introductory investigation into krill 

spatiotemporal availability, but also recognized the need for more directed research into the 

implications of these changes on the ecosystem.
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I. Introduction and Background 

 

Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) play a fundamental role in the Southern Ocean ecosystem, 

including providing food to higher tropic level predators (Laws, 1977; Marr, 1962). Krill are 

believed to be the most abundant species on the planet with some estimates of total biomass 

reaching 500 million tons (Nicol, 1997). The Palmer Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) study 

area is located along the Western Antarctic Peninsula (WAP). The research site was created by 

the National Science Foundation (NSF) to investigate the oceanic and ecological processes that 

result from environmental change and human impacts (Palmer, 2016). Climate change can alter 

the structure of zooplankton communities, and the WAP has experienced some of the most 

rapid warming in the world (Richardson, 2008; Vaughan et al., 2003). Long-term studies using 

acoustic survey methods have suggested a possible decline in krill biomass due to the loss of 

sea ice (Atkinson, 2004). For this project, we assume that krill display variations in patch size, 

latitudinal and longitudinal distribution, as well as depth dependent patterns. Signal processing 

scripts were developed to integrate and aggregate acoustic data on a variety of spatial scales to 

investigate these hypotheses. An understanding of the spatiotemporal variability of Antarctic 

krill is critical to interpreting changes within the ecosystem and the foraging dynamics of their 

predators (Bernard, 2013). 

 

Antarctic krill are small crustaceans that grow to six centimeters in size, weigh close to two 

grams, and can be found in super-aggregations with densities of up to 30,000 animals per cubic 

meter (Hamner, 1983). Krill feed mainly on phytoplankton with highly developed front legs, 

which assist in filter feeding (Kils, 1983). They also have appendages that are used to scrape-off 

and eat algae from the underside of pack ice (Marschall, 1988). Euphausiids are a keystone 

species in the Southern Ocean and create a direct link from primary producers to predators 

such as birds and marine mammals (Brinton, 1991). Removal of krill would have a 

disproportionately high effect on the ecosystem, and has the potential to upset the balance of 

the ecological community (Paine, 1995). 
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Distribution patterns of krill are highly variable and can be influenced by drivers such as 

biological pressure, sea ice dynamics, sea surface temperature, and currents (Trathan et al., 

2003; Siegel, 2005). Adult krill feed on phytoplankton on and off continental shelf breaks during 

summer, and move inshore to supplement their diet with sea-ice algae during the fall and 

winter (Siegel, 2005; Zhou et al., 1994; Lascara et al., 1999). These organisms also migrate up 

and down within the water column on a daily basis (Forward, 1988). The diel migration of the 

deep-scattering layer, including krill and many other planktonic organisms, is a widespread 

phenomenon in aquatic systems and may result in a patchy distribution, depending on which 

environmental variables are present (Cushing, 1951). It is important to understand the macro- 

and meso-scale variability of this species in relation to predator foraging behavior and 

ecological change. 

 

The Antarctic Peninsula is the northernmost section of the Antarctic continent (Stewart, 2011). 

Natural temporal fluctuations in atmospheric temperature result in the advance and retreat of 

sea ice along the Peninsula (Vaughan et al., 2003). Summer temperatures average 1 to 2°C, 

while winter temperatures range between -15 to -20°C; which are some of the mildest climates 

within the continent (Moss, 1988). The WAP is currently among the fastest-warming regions on 

Earth (Ruck, 2014). Winter temperature on the Peninsula has risen about 1°C per decade over 

the past 60 years, which has resulted in declines in both perennial and seasonal sea ice. 

(Vaughan et al., 2003; Stammerjohn et al., 2007). In 2006 alone, even when accounting for 

seasonal fluctuations, there was a loss in sea ice mass of 60 billion tons, which has large 

implications for krill recruitment (Terra Daily, 2008). 

 

Krill life history is intimately tied to the seasonal advance and retreat of sea ice (Ruck, 2014). 

The duration and extent of ice is linked to the number of krill that reach maturity the following 

year (Loeb, 1997). Vast amounts of ice over winter correlate to the development of a strong 

phytoplankton bloom in the summer, one of main food sources for Antarctic krill (Vernet et al., 

2008). Researchers believe that a decrease in sea ice is associated with an increase in salps; a 

type of marine invertebrate which also feeds on phytoplankton and is able to outcompete krill 
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(Atkinson, 2004). Less ice would result in smaller phytoplankton blooms, and elevated 

competition. Yearly recruitment of krill is affected by prey availability as well as predation 

(Loeb, 1997; Bergström, 1990). Young and underdeveloped larval forms of krill rely on sea ice to 

hide from predators (Bergström, 1990). A reduction in the amount of krill that reach maturity 

due to warming of the WAP affects the structure and function of the marine pelagic food web, 

ranging from primary producers to baleen whales (Nowacek et al. 2011). 

 

In 1990, the Palmer LTER was established as part of a national network of interdisciplinary polar 

marine research programs by the NSF, with the goal of long-term ecological investigation 

(Palmer, 2016). Palmer station itself, where significant parts of the LTER are based, is located 

along the WAP. Studies are conducted at and around the Station, and via ship-based research 

within a 900km x 200km oceanic sampling grid west of the Antarctic Peninsula (Palmer, 2016). 

Scientists complete cruises on research vessels to collect a variety of physiological and 

biological data. Standard measurements are taken at established sites within the LTER to better 

understand inter-annual ecological variability such as the conductivity, temperature, and 

salinity of water; as well as the amount and distribution of krill (Palmer, 2016). 

 

Until the 1980’s, krill density data were derived from trawl or net surveys (Kasatkina et al., 

2004). Acoustic survey techniques were developed in the early 1990’s, and have become one of 

the main krill biomass assessment methods (Kasatkina et al., 2004). Active acoustics involves 

emitting short sound pulses of a known frequency into the ocean and receiving a signal which 

has been reflected back from particles in the water column (Brierley et al., 1997). An active 

acoustic instrument common to oceanographic ships is the acoustic Doppler current profiler 

(ADCP). An ADCP contains four transducers in a known spatial orientation that each produces a 

single, narrow beam of sound (Brierley et al., 1997). The primary use of an ADCP is to measure 

water current velocities over a range of depths by calculating the change in frequency of the 

transmitted sound, also known as the Doppler shift (Brierley et al., 1997). The magnitude of the 

shift is relative to the motion of the reflective particles either toward or away from the ADCP 

(Brierley et al., 1997). 
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Planktonic organisms are the predominant particles in the water which reflect sound, meaning 

that ADCP Doppler shift data may be manipulated to study the variability and distribution of 

krill aggregations within the water column (Wilson and Firing, 1992). The RV Laurence M Gould 

is a research vessel that has been collecting ADCP data within the Palmer LTER for the past 20 

years. Some of the first ADCP velocity measurements were used to infer zooplankton diel 

vertical migration rates (Plueddemann and Pinkel, 1989; Heywood, 1996). Advantages of using 

ADCP to monitor euphausiids include: non-invasive remote sensing properties which reduce 

behavioral change and the ability to conduct large scale surveys in shorter time periods (Zhou 

and Dorland, 2004). 

 

Data for each of the four ADCP transducers are collected onboard the Gould, along with 

ancillary parameters, through the University of Hawaii Data Acquisition System (UHDAS) (UH 

Currents, 2015). An automated processing system exists on-board the ship which makes a 

number of corrections to the data through secondary parameters (UH Currents, 2015). The 

transducers are immersed in antifreeze, requiring a time-varying speed of sound correction to 

be resolved and applied, based on information from a sound velocity probe housed in the 

ADCP-well beneath the ship (UH Currents, 2015). A heading correction is examined and edited, 

then applied to control for the orientation of the transducer relative to the earth, and the 

velocity of the transducer over the ground (UH Currents, 2015). Finally, an overall amplitude and 

phase correction is completed (UH Currents, 2015). The output information from these 

processes which includes water current speed and direction, and backscatter amplitude data, is 

stored in 5-minute averaged intervals within the Common Ocean Data Access System (CODAS) 

database (UH Currents, 2015). ADCP data are distributed in CODAS format, or as raw files which 

include unprocessed acoustic backscatter and subsidiary information. 

 

An ADCP differs from other active acoustic instruments in the way that it transmits and receives 

sound pulses. Range and attenuation of the signal refer to the gradual loss of signal intensity 

that a sound wave incurs as it travels through a medium over an increasing distance (Chen, 

2014). A correction is not applied by the instrument to the received pulse to compensate for 
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the distance the beam has traveled, as it is with other scientific echo sounders (Brierley and 

Watkins, 1996). Additionally, the signal may accumulate additional interference from 

environmental noise and vibrations due to the ship’s movement, which would add to the 

frequency of the returned pulse (Brierley et al., 1997). Post-processing is needed to adjust for 

these factors in order to calculate a meaningful estimation of biomass. Since these corrections 

are specific to each individual data set, the results are not quantitative, but instead represent 

relative amounts which can be compared between years. 

 

To produce meaningful acoustic data, it is important to know: the efficiency, size, and angle of 

installation of the transducer (Zhou, 2017). These values are documented for the ADCP aboard 

the Gould, and remain constant during calculations (Zhou, 2017). Two uncertain variables 

include the power of the transducer which depends on the power of the ship’s system, and 

ambient background noise that must be removed from the amplitude signal (Zhou, 2017). 

Determining the power of the instrument is based on a regression between a Simrad Scientific 

Echosounder and an ADCP (Zhou, 2017). Gain refers to the ability of an amplifier to increase the 

power or amplitude of a signal (Graf, 1999). An algorithm was compiled to adjust for power 

produced across the entire signal because the gain of a 153 kHz ADCP changes with distance 

(Zhou, 2017). Extracting background noise involves searching for the lowest noise level and 

removing that amount across the entire dataset (Zhou, 2017). Applying these algorithms to the 

data allow for conversion from digital numbers to significant units. Following the conversion, 

range and absorption calculations are completed which account for the distance the signal has 

traveled from the transducer in order to determine an actual decibel value (Zhou, 2017). 

Acoustic models based on the size, orientation, and target strength of an individual krill are 

then used to calculate biomass values based on the returned decibel levels (Zhou, 2017). 

 

Over the past three decades ADCP technology has been used to study the vertical migration 

behavior of krill, compare biomass estimates to net tows, monitor aggregation size and 

structure, and look at the seasonal availability to predators such as Humpback whales. 

Instrument set up has included both bottom-deployed and ship-mounted ADCPs (Ashjian, 1997; 
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Nowacek, 2011). Espinasse et al. 2012 used an ADCP to assess circulation patterns and krill 

distribution within Wilhelmina Bay, Antarctica during the austral fall and winter. Opportunistic 

data was collected during a series of cruises and combined with biomass information from an 

EK-60 Echosounder. This study, along with a paper by Nowacek et al. 2011, showed that super-

aggregations of krill form within the protected inner bay, and are associated with large 

assemblages of Humpback whales (Espinasse et al., 2012). Additionally, krill were determined 

to be mostly present in the upper 150 meters of the water column (Espinasse et al., 2012). 

These studies were important in determining the spatial and temporal correlation between krill 

and their predators heading into winter, and can serve to inform management decisions for krill 

harvesting and the recovery of Humpback whales (Nowacek et al., 2011). 

 

Aggregation behavior of krill was the focus of a study by Zhou and Dorland 2004. An ADCP was 

used in conjunction with a Multiple Opening and Closing Net and Environmental Sensing 

System (MOCNESS) along transect lines within Marguerite Bay, Antarctica (Zhou and Dorland, 

2004). In contrast to studies that used ADCP data in combination with echosounder data to 

determine biomass, Zhou used post-processing techniques to predict biomass from backscatter 

measurements (Zhou and Dorland, 2004). The MOCNESS data provided size and target strength 

information for individual krill, which were entered into models to produce comparable volume 

backscatter (VBS) results across each transect. Horizontal gradients of krill follow the circulation 

patterns of currents, while vertical gradients are associated with diel migration (Zhou and 

Dorland, 2004). This study helped to elucidate the spatial and temporal aggregation behavior of 

euphausiids during the austral fall. Additionally, it showed that it was possible to employ 

algorithms based strictly on ADCP backscatter data to construct biomass estimates. 

 

Prior studies showed the functionality of an ADCP for acoustic density surveys and addressed 

the validity issues associated with uncorrected ADCP data. They also set the stage for the focus 

of this project. The spatial and temporal patterns associated with krill aggregations in the LTER 

during the austral spring and summer, and how these patterns relate to Humpback whale 

foraging behavior are still poorly understood. This lack of attention is significant because as the 
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availability of krill changes due to warming in Antarctica, a bottom-up effect is likely to impact 

large predators. By taking advantage of ADCP data which has been collected over the past 20 

years, and employing newly defined data processing methods, it becomes possible to 

understand krill dynamics across space and time. 

 

The intent of this Master’s Project is to develop tools and methodologies in MatLab and ArcGIS 

to qualitatively and quantitatively assess krill patch size and distribution. Pre-processed ADCP 

backscatter data from the CODAS database were used as a template to develop the necessary 

tools and deliverable maps, tables, and graphs. These standardized products will allow for 

comparisons across multiple years within the LTER using post-processed ADCP data. Eventually, 

whale satellite-tag data can be cross-referenced to determine if the spatial scale of whale 

feeding behavior coincides with the krill patch size or location. This paper will discuss the 

methods associated with obtaining the data, pre-processing before import into ArcGIS, and the 

development of scripts, graphs, and figures to display backscatter data in MatLab. I will then 

report on qualitative krill patch patterns across five years by splitting CODAS data into depth-

distance integrated and bin-separated backscatter for the top 150 meters of the water column 

to display the functionality of the tools. Finally, I will interpret and discuss the importance of 

these methodologies and results as they relate to larger future studies. 

 

II. Materials and Methods 

Study Site 

 

Studies were conducted aboard the RV Laurence Gould as part of the Palmer LTER program. The 

ship operated within a 180,000 square kilometer oceanic sampling grid which extends from 

Anvers Island (64.77°S, 64.05°W) south to Charcot Island (69.45°S, 75.15°W), and from coastal 

waters to around 200 kilometers offshore (Figure 1) (Ducklow et al., 2007). Five month-long 

cruises took place in the early austral summer between December and February of 2011 

through 2015. Receding ice during this season typically causes krill aggregations to move 

offshore which supports higher level predators (Lascara et al., 1999). The ship traversed the 
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LTER along standard transect lines from east-west-east and north-south to collect 

oceanographic data from a number of conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) stations. 

 

 
Figure 1. Map of the Palmer LTER regional sampling grid. The blue 

box defines the border of the grid, while the black dots signify 100km 

spacing of transect lines, and 20km spacing of CTD stations. Palmer 

Station itself is noted in red. 
 

Data Collection, Sampling, and Processing 

 

Acoustic backscatter was collected using a narrowband RDI VM-150 acoustic Doppler current 

profiler (Teledyne RD Instruments, San Diego, CA, USA), operating at a 153.6 kHz (UH Currents, 

2015). The ADCP transducers were hull-mounted on the LM Gould at an angle of 30 degrees 

and inside of a sonar well, behind a polyurethane window. The well was filled with an 

antifreeze solution. For each cruise the ADCP was configured to both current and 

backscattering measurements which included: bin length - 8m, number of bins - 50, transmit 

pulse length - 8m, blanking interval - 8m, and an ensemble averaging interval - 300s (UH 

Currents, 2015). Ancillary parameters collected were: bottom tracking, ship heading (Seapath 

GPS), transducer temperature, speed of sound at transducer (SVP), and temperature and 

salinity at the surface (thermosalinograph). A sampling interval was set at a rate of one ping per 

1-2 seconds, and reached depths of up to 400m. 
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The University of Hawaii Data Acquisition System (Firing and Hummon, 2012) collected and 

archived raw ADCP data onboard the ship. An automated processing script applied a speed of 

sound correction, heading correction, amplitude, and phase correction to the data from each 

transducer; following the procedure mentioned earlier. The single pings were quality controlled 

and averaged to 300-second ensembles using the processing software. The final calibrated 

CODAS database was inspected manually by Teresa Chereskin of Scripps research group and 

had further editing applied to remove suspect data and edit out the bottom before it was 

archived. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration office in Honolulu maintains 

the CODAS database. 

 

Two versions of the ADCP data were originally collected and used as templates to inform the 

flow and structure of the processing tools. Meng Zhou provided post-processed data from non-

LTER cruises between 2009 and 2014. Raw acoustic backscatter was first lined up with the 

latitude and longitude position of the ship to create a track of each ping from the instrument. 

An algorithm was employed to adjust for power and gain, and then background noise was 

extracted. Range and absorption corrections were applied to determine the relative backscatter 

strength of the signal in decibels. Acoustic models estimated volume backscatter 

measurements based on the size, orientation, and target strength of E. superba which were 

collected from literature and MOCNESS tows. Finally, spectral broadening was used to create 

and remove a mask of the bottom. The final MatLab files contained biomass estimates in z-

integrated bins, over a 90-meter horizontal distance, as well as time, latitude, and longitude 

positions of the ship. 

 

The second data set was obtained from Patrick Caldwell of NOAA Honolulu who manages the 

CODAS database. Files contained ADCP information from LTER cruises between 2011 and 2015. 

The VirtualBox (Oracle VM) program was used to access a remote virtual computer installed 

with a Linux system, and Python code developed by Eric Firing. Prewritten scripts accessed the 

files within a hierarchical structured database and extracted them to my personal computer. 

MatLab scripts were then employed to convert the CODAS files to a *.mat dataset for each 
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year. The values included 5-minute ensemble averages, split into 60 depth bins. Tables 

contained processed ADCP amplitude data along with latitude, longitude, temperature, depth, 

and percent good rating of each data bin. 

 

Data Analysis 

 

Post-processed non-LTER data provided by Meng Zhou was loaded into MatLab and visually 

scanned to understand methodology and output results. The data was reshaped and plotted 

using z-integrated biomass values aggregated into 90-meter horizontal resolution bins 

(Appendix A. i.). Exploratory graphs were created to investigate the variation in krill biomass 

over time, distribution of biomass, and spacing of patches relative to their size for one cruise in 

2014 (Figure 2). Due to time and processing constraints, the figures were used to provide a 

reference as to how the data could be manipulated and what information could be gleaned, as 

opposed to being used for actual biomass comparisons or project results. This dataset provided 

a template for the structure of the Python code and ArcGIS tools to be developed. 

 

 
Figure 2. Exploratory graphs developed from processed ADCP data (left to right) a. Line plot of 

z-integrated biomass estimates aggregated by 90m horizontal distance along the length of the 

cruise. The x-axis represents decimal day from December 6-26, 2014. Each point is one biomass 

reading. b. Histogram of z-biomass point-totals divided into twenty bins. c. Scatter plot of the 

distance between consecutive latitude/longitude points, plotted against the z-biomass reading for 

the initial point. 
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CODAS datasets were used to provide values for the development of MatLab scripts and ArcGIS 

tools. The data is limited due to the collection process and nature of the ADCP itself. Acoustic 

backscatter information is uncorrected and thus difficult to compare across spatial and 

temporal scales. This project assumes that depth-integrated backscatter values for the first 150 

meters of the water column will provide a general assessment of the amount of Antarctic krill 

present. Additionally, we assume that the uncorrected CODAS data will behave consistently as 

it travels through the water. Previous studies have shown that after the first 150 meters, the 

gain and power of the ADCP signal begins to change, even within post-processed datasets 

(Zhou, 2017). These assumptions will allow for qualitative comparisons, within this depth range, 

between finished products to evaluate the functionality of the code. Although the produced 

results will not give actual biomass values, they will help to illuminate the meso- and macro-

scale variability of krill. 

 

Scripts were developed to load the CODAS data into MatLab. The information was then 

separated into a manageable format based on data type, combined, and exported to a CSV 

(Appendix A. ii.). The data was cleaned to remove any points that were missing a latitude or 

longitude value, as well as points that had a percent good rating less than 50%. The percent 

good rating is a commonly used criterion for the validity of the data because as the rating 

decreases, the signal to noise ratio in the backscattered signal also decreases (Brierley et al., 

1997). Column headings and layout were standardized between each dataset and resaved for 

use by ArcGIS. 

 

Tool 1: Data Import 

 

The first tool was created to provide a standardized technique to load ADCP data from CSV to 

ArcMap. The interface (Figure 3) has two user inputs: Input ADCP Table and Output File Name. 

This allows the user to choose which CSV they would like to upload and what they would like to 

name, as well as where to save the output file. The model itself is shown (Figure 4), with Python 

code (Appendix B. i.). A CSV is loaded into the MAKE XY EVENT LAYER tool, which adds points to 
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the map based on the longitude and latitude positions provided by a GPS during data collection. 

The output of this process is then used as an input to the COPY FEATURES tool, producing an 

editable shapefile that consists of all the points and attributes from the initial CSV file. 

 

 
Figure 3. Interface for the Data Import tool displays available user options. 

 

 
Figure 4. ArcGIS Data Import model used to produce an ADCP point shapefile. 
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Tool 2: ADCP Average and Integration 

 

The second processing step allows the user to specify the data resolution that they would like 

to achieve, which depends on the type of analysis that will be conducted. Since Antarctic krill 

abundance varies on a meso- and macro- scale, it is important to be able to manipulate the 

ADCP data to account for spatial and temporal factors. The ADCP Average and Integration tool 

consists of five user input options which are incorporated into a separate Python script. The 

options include: Input ADCP File, Number of Samples to Average, Start Bin, End Bin, and Output 

File Name (Figure 5). 

 

The ADCP file input receives a shapefile of points with associated binned-backscatter amplitude 

values created in the previous step. The number of samples to average refers to the amount of 

consecutive pings that the user would like to aggregate. ADCPs onboard the Gould operate with 

a ping frequency of 1-2 seconds. It becomes beneficial to average a large number of samples in 

the horizontal plane in order to better define krill patches over large areas. Whale satellite tag 

data has coarse resolution, and points are usually separated by hundreds of meters to 

kilometers. Additionally, due to the massive size of whales, they may not be able to distinguish 

between minute differences in biomass as well as an active acoustic system. Cross-referencing 

the tag and ADCP data displays more meaningful results on similar spatial scales. 

 

When an ADCP collects acoustic data, the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) values are 

separated into depth bins based on the initial setup of the instrument. CODAS data for LTER 

cruises contain 60 bins which are each 8-meters in depth. The start and end bin options within 

the tool determine the vertical integration of the data. Krill perform diel vertical migration and 

can be found at vastly different depths depending on the time of day. Vertical integration 

accounts for these changes and returns a depth averaged value that can be compared across 

time. Conversely, if the goal was to determine the depth at which krill density is the highest, 

single depth bins can be selected and exported for analysis. The final user input determines the 

location and name of the resulting point data shapefile. 
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The model for Tool 2 is shown in Figure 6 (script Appendix B. ii.). Four user parameters are 

entered into the Average and Integration Python script (Appendix B. iii.), the data is analyzed 

based on these inputs, and a shapefile is returned to ArcGIS consisting of points with associated 

latitude/longitude positions, time, and final RSSI value. The shapefile is displayed on a map and 

includes pre-defined symbology that divides the data into three class sizes based on natural 

breaks in the data. This information can be used to examine the variation in distance between 

krill patches of differing sizes. 

 

 
Figure 5. ADCP Average and Integration tool containing user defined inputs to aggregate data. 
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Figure 6. ArcGIS ADCP Average and Integration model. The five user inputs are shown 

as parameters within the model. Data is analyzed within the Average and Integration 

Python script before being returned as a shapefile. 

 

Tool 3: User Selection 

 

The final User Selection tool provides a method to separate the averaged and integrated ADCP 

data into manageable portions for analysis. Inputs for the tool include: ADCP File, Output File 

Name, User Selection, and Output Raster Dataset (Figure 7). As with previous tools, the first 

option specifies which shapefile to use during selection, and the output file name and raster 

dataset allows the option to name and choose where to save the resulting products. The 

selection function supplies a polygon-drawing cursor to the user, who is then able to outline a 

box around an area of interest within the aggregated data. 

 

The User Selection model is shown in Figure 8 (script Appendix B. iv.). The process beings by 

taking an ADCP shapefile and using a MAKE FEATURE LAYER tool to convert it into an editable 

layer. The user-selection polygon provides the input to SELECT LAYER BY LOCATION which 

highlights all of the points that fall within the selected area. The chosen points will be copied 
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into a new feature layer as long as there is at least one point that falls within the polygon. 

Finally, POINT TO RASTER transfers the point data into a rasterized surface that displays 

backscatter RSSI along a continuous scale. 

 

Krill patches can be subdivided within the LTER, onshore versus offshore, or north versus south. 

Once an area has been selected, a new shapefile and raster surface of the points are created. 

The raster allows for visualization of vertically integrated biomass along the entire cruise track. 

Points from whale tag data can be overlaid on the surface to determine if feeding behavior 

coincides with krill patch size or spatial variability. The attribute table from the selected points 

provides an exportable data table to be further analyzed within MatLab. 

 

 
Figure 7. User Selection interface used to create shapefile and raster of subdivided ADCP data. 
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Figure 8. ArcGIS model showing the process of user-selection and creation of output products. 

 

MatLab Products and Analysis 

 

ArcGIS products were then imported back into MatLab to create plots which could be 

qualitatively compared to assess krill distribution changes within the LTER over a number of 

cruises. Attribute tables from point shapefiles were saved in Excel and scripts were developed 

based on the resultant data. The first script (Appendix C. i.) was used to create a histogram of 

depth-integrated RSSI values. Next, the data were broken up by latitude and once again plotted 

as backscatter counts within a histogram. These steps were repeated for longitudinal values. 

The graphs provide a representation of the distribution of biomass quantities for a single cruise. 

By visualizing the spatiotemporal patterns of krill across multiple years, it may be possible to 

determine how patch size, structure, and distance vary due to environmental change. 

 

A second script was developed for comparative analysis of single depth bins (Appendix C ii.). 

CODAS amplitude data is plotted as a histogram containing subplots with multiple binned 
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values within one figure. Additionally, the overall RSSI value at each depth bin was averaged 

across the entire cruise and a table created to show the mean, median, and mode patch size. 

Using post-processed data containing actual biomass predictions can help to elucidate the 

depth at which krill spend a majority of time. If the data were to be split by physical location, 

the patch size at a certain depth may vary considerably and affect the foraging behavior of 

whales. 

 

Five data sets from 2011 through 2015 were evaluated twice using ArcGIS tools 1, 2, and 3. The 

first analysis integrated the top 150 meters (18 depth bins) of the water column and averaged 

across three consecutive samples. Points within the LTER were selected and exported to 

MatLab and plotted by latitude and longitude. In the second set of analyses, the top 18 depths 

bins were extracted individually, with no horizontal aggregation. Once again points within the 

LTER were selected, and results sent to MatLab to create histograms for comparative analysis. 

The assumptions that were made about the data set will allow for qualitative analysis within a 

single cruise. 

 

III. Results 

2011 Cruise 

 

The depth-integrated track shows RSSI values near 149 onshore, in shallower water, and within 

protected bays (Appendix D. i.). Moving offshore, the backscatter drops to around 110, and 

further down to a low of 78 once the ship reaches the shelf break. A majority of the cruise takes 

place in areas southeast of the continental shelf, which results in mid to high RSSI levels. The 

histogram in Figure 9 displays the normal distribution of integrated values within the top 150 

meters of the water column, peaking at return amplitudes of 110 to 115. Separating the points 

by latitude and longitude result in distributions of high backscatter near (-69°, 284°) which 

coincide with inshore bays near Charcot Island (Appendix D. ii. and iii.). 
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Visualizing the data by individual depth bins shows varied distributions (Appendix D. iv.). The 

top five bins of the water column contain normally distributed leptokurtic peaks centering 

between 100 to 120 RSSI. As the signal travels further, the distribution of values flatten out and 

become mesokurtic, with skewed tails trailing out to the right. The backscatter values become 

highly focused between 50 and 100, indicating a lower return signal. Appendix E displays the 

mean, median, and mode for each depth bin. The mean values decrease from 150 to 100 across 

the first six bins, then remain in the high 90s for the next five, and increase to 100 for the 

remainder. The median and mode values decrease throughout, from 150 to 85 and 75 

respectively. 

 
Figure 9. Depth-integrated histogram through first 18 bins, from 2011 LTER cruise. 

 

2012 Cruise 

 

Data collection this year focused on the northern section of the LTER (Appendix D. v.). Once 

again, general patterns from ADCP return amplitudes show higher values in shallow water and 

within protected bays. The distribution of integrated values is varied, and ranges from 80 to 

140, with two possible peaks (Appendix D. vi.). RSSI from off the continental shelf fall between 

65 and 75, but do not include the lowest values of the entire cruise, which are found closer 

inshore. Latitudinal locations of -64° and -67° (Figure 10), as well as longitudes of 290°, 291°, 

and 295° display elevated counts of medium to high backscatter values (Appendix D. vii.). These 

positions are located to the southwest of Adelaide and Anvers Islands. 
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Histograms of RSSI separated by depth show a flattening peak and tail that develops as the 

signal continues down through the water column. The initial leptokurtic peaks between 100 and 

130 only last through the first three depths bins before the data begins to move from normally 

distributed to right skewed. Backscatter values between 50 and 100 are present in much higher 

frequencies from bins 6 through 11 (Appendix D. viii.). The mean values decrease from 140 to 

100 across the first six bins, then remain in the mid 90s for the next five, and increase to the 

high 100s for the remainder. The median RSSI decreases from 140 to 80 at bin 12, increasing to 

100 by the final bin. The mode falls throughout the entirety of the profile (Appendix E). 

 

 
Figure 10. Latitudinal histograms of 2012 depth-integrated data from LTER cruise. 

 

2013 Cruise 

 

An onshore to offshore distribution of high to low depth-integrated RSSI values is extremely 

prominent during the 2013 LTER cruise (Figure 11). CODAS data shows the highest amplitudes 

of 158 being located in nearshore clusters around Charcot, Adelaide, and Anvers Islands. The 

overall data is right skewed, with a majority of the backscatter falling between 80 and 100 

(Appendix D. ix.).  Lower recorded RSSI of 70 to 80 are located at 67° and 68° latitude, in a 

transect off of the shelf break (Appendix D. x.). Two opposing distributions of data are present 
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at 290° and 291° longitude, due to the high acoustic return around Adelaide and a low return to 

the west of the island (Appendix D. xi.). 

 

Depth separated backscatter values are normally distributed between 100 and 150 in depth 

bins 1 through 4 (Appendix D. xii.). An extreme right skew becomes apparent in bins 6 though 

13, before becoming a more evenly distributed. There is a high frequency of RSSI values from 

50 to 100, until bin 15 where the data possibly becomes bimodal, and shows another peak 

around 140. The mean values decrease from 140 to 100 across the first five bins, then remain in 

the 90s for the next six, and increase to 100 for the remainder. Median and mode values 

decrease throughout, from 140 to 85 and 65 respectively (Appendix E). 

 
Figure 11. Rasterized surface of integrated 2013 cruise track within LTER. 
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2014 Cruise 

 

Similarly to 2012, the northern section of the LTER was the area of interest during this cruise 

(Appendix D. xiii.). The tracklines closely follow the Antarctic Peninsula through the Gerlache 

Strait and south of Palmer Station, then past Renaud and Adelaide Island. It is in these locations 

where backscatter values are above 130 RSSI. There is a generally right skewed mesokurtic 

distribution, indicating that most data are found between 80 and 100, which is the lower range 

of values (Appendix D. xiv.). Latitudinal and longitudinal figures reinforce the observation that 

high returned amplitudes above 120 are inshore, and south of Palmer Station, while those that 

fall below are offshore (Appendix D. xv. and xvi.). 

 

The frequency of RSSI values located at a certain depth range up to 1500 individual samples 

from bins 2 through 13 (Figure 12). The value that the distribution is centered around decreases 

from 110 to 60 as the signal travels further through the water column. A small right skewed tail 

is evident in the data until bin 14 when the histogram begins to appear bimodal as a second 

peak forms around a value of 130. The mean values decrease from 140 to 100 across the first 

five bins, then remain in the 90s for the next six, and increase to 100 for the remainder. The 

median and mode values decrease throughout, from 140 to 88 and 63 respectively (Appendix 

E). 

 
Figure 12. Individual histograms of the top 18 depth bins from 2014 LTER cruise. 
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2015 Cruise 

 

The area covered by transects within the LTER was comparatively smaller in 2015 than any of 

the previous years (Appendix D. xvii.). The Gould mainly visited inshore bays and locations with 

shallower depths. There were two short North to South transects located off of the continental 

shelf. This abbreviated cruise in locations that display high krill backscatter values is evident in 

the depth-integrated histogram (Appendix D. xviii.). The data fall between 90 and 140, and are 

biased toward an RSSI value of 100. Longitudinal locations of interest include 290°, 293°, and 

295° (Figure 13). These are protected nearshore areas south of islands off the Antarctic 

Peninsula. 

 

A typical pattern is present at discrete depth bins, which shows a tight distribution of high 

frequency values, followed by the presence of a long right tail as depth increases (Appendix D. 

xx.). Skewness is not as present through the data set as in previous years. Data are normally 

distributed through the top three bins. The bimodal distribution begins to occur at bin 10, and 

continues through the rest of the data. The two peaks are located at values of 60 and 140. 

Mean values decrease constantly throughout the profile, from 140 to 100. Median and mode 

RSSI also fall, from 140 to 98 and 63 respectively (Appendix E). 

 

 
Figure 13. Longitudinal histograms of 2015 depth-integrated data from LTER cruise. 
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IV. Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The use of active acoustic systems to monitor Antarctic krill biomass and distribution is 

imperative, given the recent warming trends within the Southern Ocean. It was hypothesized 

that krill display variations in patch size, latitudinal and longitudinal distribution, as well as 

depth dependent patterns. During the summer Antarctic krill are generally found in the upper 

200 meters of the water column (Marr, 1962). CODAS data from five years was split into depth-

distance integrated and bin-separated backscatter for the top 150 meters to display the 

functionality of the tools. The backscatter stored as an RSSI rating within the CODAS database 

was an uncorrected signal, and did not allow for relative comparisons without assumptions. For 

those reasons, we do not draw extensive conclusions prior to analysis of calibrated data. 

 

The ability to map a depth-integrated RSSI track along the entire LM Gould cruise track allowed 

for visualization of patch location and distribution. A benefit to integrating through the water 

column is that the diel behavior of krill does not have to be taken into account. High 

backscattering values were apparent at locations inshore and relatively close to the Peninsula’s 

western islands, suggesting higher amounts of krill. Maps from 2012 and 2015 show that the 

coasts of Adelaide and Anvers contain closely spaced aggregations with high return amplitudes. 

Interestingly, areas that are adjacent to these larger patches contain extremely low relative 

amounts of krill. Throughout each year there is a general onshore and northeasterly bias to the 

ADCP data. As the ship moves offshore and to the southeast, RSSI values begin to drop and 

larger dense aggregations are less common. 

 

Plotting the integrated data by latitude and longitude illuminated patterns that were visually 

apparent in the GIS maps, such as 2011 and 2013. Tightly distributed, high RSSI values are 

associated with latitudes that match up with the protected bays and inshore locations 

mentioned before. Widely spread histograms which cover a range of backscatter values were 

coupled with transects that explored regions near the continental shelf. Longitudinal RSSI 

structure was much more difficult to classify due to the angled path that the ship follows 
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through the LTER. Histograms which displayed high counts of backscatter did so across a range 

of values. This was a result of dense inshore patches matching up with low offshore transects. 

 

Overall plots of depth-integrated RSSI varied broadly depending on the distance and location 

covered. Generally, the same three transect blocks were investigated to the north, while to the 

south, there was some dissimilarity in the ship’s course. The plots are skewed to the right in 

years that the LM Gould collected data offshore and along the shelf, which would indicate 

lower amounts of backscattering organisms in this area. Bin-separated backscatter produced a 

spatially and temporally condensed view of the ADCP data. Peaks that were tightly distributed 

gave way to long-tailed plots as depth increased. Additionally, as the signal reached deeper 

depths, a bimodal distribution became apparent in the cruises from 2013, 2014, and 2015. 

 

The data seem to agree with previous studies by Nowacek et al 2011. and Espinasse et al. 2012, 

which describe retentive circular patterns that keep krill and plankton within island bays off of 

the Western Antarctic Peninsula. Large aggregations associate with currents and the protective 

topography of the area. The five cruises from this dataset were completed over the early to mid 

summer, indicating that there would be little ice present which might have provided a food 

source for the krill. Previous studies of the eastern Antarctic described seasonal movement of 

krill from onshore to offshore, following the advance and retreat of ice. These patterns do not 

seem to be present to the west of the Peninsula due to the presence of offshore islands, which 

have no parallel in the east. 

 

In order to tease apart fine scale distribution of krill patches associated with location or depth, 

the tools can be implemented further to select a polygon of points collected off the shelf, or 

one large onshore aggregation. Due to the spatially and temporally condensed data that were 

used in this analysis, it was difficult to gauge the accuracy of the products. This is especially true 

for the depth-separated RSSI bins. The plots did not show a normally distributed histogram 

shifting left toward a lower backscatter value, which would have suggested decreased signal 

return with increased distance; as is the problem with ADCPs in general. Instead, a second peak 
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began to emerge in bins below 80 meters. It was challenging to determine if the bimodal curve 

was due to krill presence at various depths along the entire track, or if it represented the 

backscatter from two locations with dissimilar patch density. 

 

These limitations can be solved by continued investigation of this data set, or the use of post-

processed data. Cross-referencing these results with a data set processed by Meng would 

provide the ability to assess the utility of ADCP data for general krill distribution comparisons; 

since temporal spatial associations have not been fully investigated in this region. Post-

processed data would allow for more statistical methods of analysis, including the use of 

Generalized Additive Models (GAMs). The corrected data would provide relative biomass 

amounts, and could be used with a variety of environmental variables within a GAM to predict 

the spatial relation of krill patches. Additionally, biomass estimates would allow us to do 

density comparisons. Currently, the LTER is oversampled inshore. If we knew the density of krill 

patches in g/cm^3, we could better determine how the onshore and offshore areas compare 

because the data would be on the same scale. Finally, we could cross-reference the ADCP data 

with MOCNESS tows to verify that the scattering layer is indeed krill. Nevertheless, the data 

seem to indicate that there are patch size, latitudinal and longitudinal distribution, as well as 

depth dependent patterns. 

 

The goal of this Master’s Project was to develop tools and methodologies in MatLab and ArcGIS 

to create maps, tables, and charts. These standardized products will eventually allow for 

biomass comparisons using spatial analytics with post-processed data. Additionally, whale 

tagging data can be overlaid to determine if the spatial scale of whale feeding behavior 

coincides with the krill patch size or location. Future studies may focus on areas of interest or 

the LTER as a whole, to supplement our understanding of the spatial and temporal variability of 

Antarctic krill in during the austral summer, which is critical to interpreting changes within the 

ecosystem and the foraging dynamics of their predators. This information is extremely 

beneficial due to the substantial role that krill play in the ecological community of the Southern 

Ocean. 
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VI. Appendix A 
 
(i). Post-Processed Data Exploration 
 
%Sample code for one cruise 

%2014 90m resolution 

  
clear 
load('ebiomass_05m_2014.mat'); 

%Convert decimal day to date 
timet = julian2day(timt, 2014, 0); 
B = cellstr(timet); 
sub = B(9:18:4662)'; 
sub = strrep(sub, '''', ''); 

 
%Truncate data 
z_biom = z_biom(1:4662); 
lont = lont(1:4662); 
latt = latt(1:4662); 
timt = timt(1:4662); 

  
%Reshape 
x = (sum(reshape(z_biom,18,259)))/18; 
y = (sum(reshape(lont,18,259)))/18; 
z = (sum(reshape(latt,18,259)))/18; 
a = (sum(reshape(timt,18,259)))/18; 

  
%Determine distance between points 
distance = zeros(1,259); 
for i = 1:258; 
    distance(i) = dist(y(i),z(i),y(i+1),z(i+1)); 
end    

  
%Plot data 
figure(1) 
subplot(131) 
plot(a,x); 
xlim([339 359]) 
xlabel('Time'); 
ylabel('Z Biomass'); 

  
subplot(132) 
nbins = 20; 
histogram(x,nbins); 
xlim([0 95000]); 
xlabel('Z Biomass'); 
ylabel('Count'); 

  
subplot(133) 
scatter(abs(distance),x); 
lsline; 
xlim([0 3500]) 
xlabel('Distance Between Points(m)'); 
ylabel('Z Biomass'); 
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(ii). CODAS Data Extract 
 
%Sample code for one cruise 

%CODAS data file extract for 2011 
clear 

  
data = load_getmat('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\Masters 

Project\ADCP\ADCP_Data\01747\contour\allbins_'); 
% DO apply the editing mask: 
u = data.u .* data.nanmask; 
v = data.v .* data.nanmask; 

  
%Separate columns based on data type 
year = data.time(1,:)'; 
month = data.time(2,:)'; 
day = data.time(3,:)'; 
hour = data.time(4,:)'; 
minute = data.time(5,:)'; 
second = data.time(6,:)'; 
lon = data.lon(1,:)'; 
lat = data.lat(1,:)'; 
lgb = data.last_good_bin(1,:)'; 
temp = data.tr_temp(1,:)'; 
amp = (data.amp)'; 
pg = (data.pg)'; 
depth = (data.depth)'; 

  
%Combine and export to CSV 
A = horzcat(lon,lat,year,month,day,hour,minute,second,lgb,temp,amp,pg,depth); 

  
xlswrite('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\Masters 

Project\ADCP\ADCP_Data\01747\Data_2011.xls', A, 'Data'); 
xlswrite('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\Masters 

Project\ADCP\ADCP_Data\01747\Data_2011.xls', amp, 'Amplitude'); 
xlswrite('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\Masters 

Project\ADCP\ADCP_Data\01747\Data_2011.xls', pg, 'Percent Good'); 
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VII. Appendix B 
 
(i). Data Import Python Code 
 
#ADCP Data Import Tool 

#Nick Alcaraz nia3@duke.edu 

#Spring 2017 

# 

#Tool to import and create a shapefile from 

#ADCP dataset CSV 

 

# Import arcpy module 

import arcpy 

 

# Script arguments 

Input_ADCP_Table = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0) 

 

Output_File_Name = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1) 

 

# Local variables: 

ADCP_Points = "ADCP Point Locations" 

 

# Set Geoprocessing environments 

arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS 

PROJECT\\Scratch" 

arcpy.env.outputCoordinateSystem = 

"GEOGCS['GCS_Deception_Island',DATUM['D_Deception_Island',SPHEROID['Clarke_18

80_RGS',6378249.145,293.465]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532

925199433]]" 

arcpy.env.geographicTransformations = "" 

arcpy.env.workspace = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS PROJECT\\Data" 

 

# Process: Make XY Event Layer 

arcpy.MakeXYEventLayer_management(Input_ADCP_Table, "X", "Y", ADCP_Points, 

"GEOGCS['GCS_Deception_Island',DATUM['D_Deception_Island',SPHEROID['Clarke_18

80_RGS',6378249.145,293.465]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532

925199433]];-400 -400 1000000000;-100000 10000;-100000 

10000;8.98299489570697E-09;0.001;0.001;IsHighPrecision", "") 

 

# Process: Copy Features 

arcpy.CopyFeatures_management(ADCP_Points, Output_File_Name, "", "0", "0", 

"0") 

 

(ii). ADCP Average and Integration Python Script 
 
#ADCP Average and Integration Tool 

#Nick Alcaraz nia3@duke.edu 

#Spring 2017 

# 

#Takes input ADCP data set and creates points 

#based on user inputs for starting and ending bin 

#as well as horizontal average 

 

# Import arcpy module 

import arcpy 
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# Load required toolboxes 

arcpy.ImportToolbox("C:/Users/nia3/Desktop/MASTERS 

PROJECT/ADCPbackscatterTools.tbx") 

 

# Script arguments 

Input_ADCP_File = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0) 

 

Number_of_Samples_to_Average = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1) 

 

Start_Bin = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(2) 

 

End_Bin = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(3) 

 

Output_File_Name = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(4) 

 

# Local variables: 

Data_2011_shp = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS 

PROJECT\\Data\\Data_2011.shp" 

 

# Set Geoprocessing environments 

arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS 

PROJECT\\Scratch" 

arcpy.env.outputCoordinateSystem = 

"GEOGCS['GCS_Deception_Island',DATUM['D_Deception_Island',SPHEROID['Clarke_18

80_RGS',6378249.145,293.465]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532

925199433]]" 

arcpy.env.geographicTransformations = "" 

arcpy.env.workspace = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS PROJECT\\Data" 

 

# Process: Average and Integration 

arcpy.gp.toolbox = "C:/Users/nia3/Desktop/MASTERS 

PROJECT/ADCPbackscatterTools.tbx"; 

# Warning: the toolbox C:/Users/nia3/Desktop/MASTERS 

PROJECT/ADCPbackscatterTools.tbx DOES NOT have an alias.  

# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name collisions 

# And replace arcpy.gp.AverageIntegration(...) with 

arcpy.AverageIntegration_ALIAS(...) 

arcpy.gp.AverageIntegration(Data_2011_shp, Number_of_Samples_to_Average, 

Start_Bin, End_Bin, Output_File_Name) 

 

(iii). Aggregate Data Python Script 
 
#ADCP Data Aggregate Tool 

#Nick Alcaraz nia3@duke.edu 

#Spring 2017 

# 

#Takes user input of ADCP file, number of samples to average 

#starting and ending integration bins, and output file name 

#Creates new shapefile of points and associated values 

 

# Import the modules 

import sys, os, arcpy 

import numpy as np 

from decimal import Decimal 

import math 
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#Get relative paths 

scriptPath = sys.argv[0]                # The script filename is always the 

first item in sys.argv 

scriptWS = os.path.basename(scriptPath) # We get the script folder using the 

os.path.dirname function 

rootWS = os.path.dirname(sys.path[0])   # Go up one folder from there and we 

have the project root folder 

dataWS = os.path.join(rootWS,"Data")    # From the root folder we can now get 

the Data folder 

tempWS = os.path.join(rootWS,"Scratch") # and the scratch folder 

 

#Set environmental variables 

arcpy.env.workspace = dataWS 

arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = tempWS 

 

#Overwrite output of previous session 

arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True 

 

#Take user input of year and percent good rating 

adcpFile = sys.argv[1] 

numSamples = sys.argv[2] 

startBin = sys.argv[3] 

endBin = sys.argv[4] 

outputName = sys.argv[5] 

 

txtfileName = os.path.splitext(adcpFile)[0]+'.txt' 

txtbasename = os.path.basename(txtfileName) 

 

outputfileName = os.path.splitext(outputName)[0]+'.txt' 

outputbasename = os.path.basename(outputfileName) 

 

#Create text table from dbf 

arcpy.TableToTable_conversion(adcpFile, dataWS, txtbasename) 

#Import and read text file 

points = txtfileName 

 

# Create a file object by opening the file -- in read only ('r') mode 

fileObj = open(points,'r') 

 

#Create counting variables 

counter2 = 0 

counter3 = 0 

 

# Read the header line, setting its contents into the "lineString" variable 

countLines = fileObj.readlines() 

totalLines = len(countLines) - 1 

if int(numSamples) > totalLines: 

    arcpy.AddWarning("There are not enough points in the selected data.\n") 

    counter3 = counter3 + 1 

     

fileObj.seek(0) 

heading = fileObj.readline() #Extract header 

heading = heading.split(",") #Split the data up based on headings 

indexes = [i for i, a in enumerate(heading) if 'AMPBIN' in a] 

if int(endBin) > len(indexes): 

    arcpy.AddWarning("There are not enough bins in the selected data.\n") 

    counter3 = counter3 + 1 
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#Which samples to include 

if int(numSamples) != totalLines: 

    intAvg = totalLines/int(numSamples) 

    numAvg = Decimal(float(totalLines)/int(numSamples)) 

    numAvg = round(numAvg - intAvg,2) 

    newAvg = int(math.ceil(numAvg * int(numSamples))) 

    newAvg = totalLines - newAvg 

 

else: 

    newAvg = int(numSamples) 

 

#Which bins to aggregate across 

if int(startBin) == 0 and int(endBin) == 0: 

    startAmp = indexes[0] 

    endAmp = indexes[len(indexes) - 1] 

     

elif int(endBin) - int(startBin) == 0: 

    startAmp = indexes[int(startBin) - 1] 

    endAmp = indexes[int(endBin) - 1] 

    

elif int(endBin) - int(startBin) > 0: 

    startAmp = indexes[int(startBin) - 1] 

    endAmp = indexes[int(endBin) - 1] 

 

else: 

    arcpy.AddWarning("Start and Stop out of order.\n") 

    counter3 = counter3 + 1 

 

newLon = [] #Create list to store longitude of new point values 

newLat = [] #Create list to store latitidue of new point values 

newAmp = [] #Create list to store new amplitude point values 

newTemp = [] #Create list to store temp of new point values 

newYear = [] #Create list to store year of new point values 

newMonth = [] #Create list to store month of new point values 

newDay = [] #Create list to store day of new point values 

newHour = [] #Create list to store hour of new point values 

newMin = [] #Create list to store minute of new point values 

newSecond = [] #Create list to store second of new point values 

 

lineString = fileObj.readline() #Go to next line 

 

if counter3 == 0: 

     

    for x in range(newAvg/int(numSamples)): 

     

        aggAmp = 0 

 

        if int(startBin) == 0 and int(endBin) == 0: 

         

            for z in range(int(numSamples)): 

         

                lineData = lineString.split(",") #Split the data up based on  

         headings 

                obsLon = lineData[1] #Longitude value of line 

                obsLat = lineData[2] #Latitude value of line 

                obsYear = lineData[3] #Year value of line 

                obsMonth = lineData[4] #Month value of line 
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                obsDay = lineData[5] #Day value of line 

                obsHour = lineData[6] #Hour value of line 

                obsMin = lineData[7] #Minute value of line 

                obsSecond = lineData[8] #Second value of line 

                obsAvgtemp = lineData[10] #Average temperature value of line 

                ampList = [] #Create list to hold amplitude value of lines 

                counter = 0 #Create counter to talley number of values 

                ampValues = 0 #Create variable to store total amplitude value 

         

                for y in range(len(indexes)): 

                    ampList.append(lineData[indexes[y]]) #Adds amp value from 

          indexed position 

                    counter = counter + 1 #If true, add 1 to counter 

 

                for b in range(counter): #Iterate through total values in  

       counter 

                    ampValues = ampValues + int(ampList[b]) #Convert list  

          values to float 

 

                totalAmp = ampValues/counter #Average the amplitudes based on 

        the number of values 

 

                if z == (int(numSamples)/2): 

                    newLon.append(obsLon) #Add corresponding lon value 

                    newLat.append(obsLat) #Add corresponding lat value 

                    newTemp.append(obsAvgtemp) #Add corresponding avg temp  

        value 

                    newYear.append(obsYear) #Add corresponding year 

                    newMonth.append(obsMonth) #Add corresponding month 

                    newDay.append(obsDay) #Add corresponding day 

                    newHour.append(obsHour) #Add corresponding hour 

                    newMin.append(obsMin) #Add corresponding minute 

                    newSecond.append(obsSecond) #Add corresponding second 

 

                aggAmp = totalAmp + aggAmp         

                lineString = fileObj.readline() #Go to next line 

 

            aggAmp = aggAmp/int(numSamples) 

            newAmp.append(aggAmp) #Add new amplitude to list 

            counter2 = counter2 + 1 

 

        elif int(endBin) - int(startBin) == 0: 

 

            ampList = [] #Create list to hold amplitude value of lines 

            counter = 0 #Create counter to talley number of values 

            ampValues = 0 #Create variable to store total amplitude value 

 

            for z in range(int(numSamples)): 

         

                lineData = lineString.split(",") #Split the data up based on  

         headings 

                obsLon = lineData[1] #Longitude value of line 

                obsLat = lineData[2] #Latitude value of line 

                obsYear = lineData[3] #Year value of line 

                obsMonth = lineData[4] #Month value of line 

                obsDay = lineData[5] #Day value of line 

                obsHour = lineData[6] #Hour value of line 
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                obsMin = lineData[7] #Minute value of line 

                obsSecond = lineData[8] #Second value of line 

                obsAvgtemp = lineData[10] #Average temperature value of line 

                ampList.append(lineData[int(startAmp)]) #Adds amp value from  

          indexed position 

                counter = counter + 1 #If true, add 1 to counter 

 

                ampValues = int(ampList[z]) #Convert list values to float 

 

                if z == (int(numSamples)/2): 

                    newLon.append(obsLon) #Add corresponding lon value 

                    newLat.append(obsLat) #Add corresponding lat value 

                    newTemp.append(obsAvgtemp) #Add corresponding avg temp  

        value 

                    newYear.append(obsYear) #Add corresponding year 

                    newMonth.append(obsMonth) #Add corresponding month 

                    newDay.append(obsDay) #Add corresponding day 

                    newHour.append(obsHour) #Add corresponding hour 

                    newMin.append(obsMin) #Add corresponding minute 

                    newSecond.append(obsSecond) #Add corresponding second 

 

                aggAmp = ampValues + aggAmp         

                lineString = fileObj.readline() #Go to next line 

 

            aggAmp = aggAmp/int(numSamples) 

            newAmp.append(aggAmp) #Add new amplitude to list 

            counter2 = counter2 + 1 

         

        elif int(endBin) - int(startBin) > 0: 

         

            for z in range(int(numSamples)): 

         

                lineData = lineString.split(",") #Split the data up based on  

         headings 

                obsLon = lineData[1] #Longitude value of line 

                obsLat = lineData[2] #Latitude value of line 

                obsYear = lineData[3] #Year value of line 

                obsMonth = lineData[4] #Month value of line 

                obsDay = lineData[5] #Day value of line 

                obsHour = lineData[6] #Hour value of line 

                obsMin = lineData[7] #Minute value of line 

                obsSecond = lineData[8] #Second value of line 

                obsAvgtemp = lineData[10] #Average temperature value of line 

                ampList = [] #Create list to hold amplitude value of lines 

                counter = 0 #Create counter to talley number of values 

                ampValues = 0 #Create variable to store total amplitude value 

         

                for y in range((int(endBin)-int(startBin))+1): 

                    ampList.append(lineData[startAmp + y]) #Adds amp value  

          from indexed  

          position 

                    counter = counter + 1 #If true, add 1 to counter 

 

                for b in range(counter): #Iterate through total values in  

       counter 

                    ampValues = ampValues + int(ampList[b]) #Convert list  

          values to float 
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                totalAmp = ampValues/counter #Average the amplitudes based on 

        the number of values 

                if z == (int(numSamples)/2): 

                    newLon.append(obsLon) #Add corresponding lon value 

                    newLat.append(obsLat) #Add corresponding lat value 

                    newTemp.append(obsAvgtemp) #Add corresponding avg temp  

        value 

                    newYear.append(obsYear) #Add corresponding year 

                    newMonth.append(obsMonth) #Add corresponding month 

                    newDay.append(obsDay) #Add corresponding day 

                    newHour.append(obsHour) #Add corresponding hour 

                    newMin.append(obsMin) #Add corresponding minute 

                    newSecond.append(obsSecond) #Add corresponding second 

 

                aggAmp = totalAmp + aggAmp         

                lineString = fileObj.readline() #Go to next line 

 

            aggAmp = aggAmp/int(numSamples) 

            newAmp.append(aggAmp) #Add new amplitude to list 

            counter2 = counter2 + 1 

 

        else: 

            lineString = fileObj.readline() #If conditional statement is not  

        true, go to next line 

else: 

    arcpy.AddError("Please fix input parameters.") 

 

fileObj.close() 

 

#Give statistics on number of points, etc to the user so they know what the 

output file will consist of 

arcpy.AddWarning("\nData Statistics:\n") 

arcpy.AddMessage("\tThere were " + str(totalLines) + " input points.") 

arcpy.AddMessage("\tThere were " + str(counter2) + " points created from the 

input parameters.\n") 

                  

if len(newAmp) == 0: 

    #Let the user know if there is no output file 

    arcpy.AddWarning("No points fit the input parameters. Output shapefile  

    not created.\n") 

    

else: 

    #Let the user know if there is an output file 

    arcpy.AddWarning("Output shapefile created.\n") 

 

    #Add headings to new data lists 

    newLon.insert(0, heading[1]) 

    newLat.insert(0, heading[2]) 

    newYear.insert(0, heading[3]) 

    newMonth.insert(0, heading[4]) 

    newDay.insert(0,heading[5]) 

    newHour.insert(0,heading[6]) 

    newMin.insert(0, heading[7]) 

    newSecond.insert(0,heading[8]) 

    newTemp.insert(0, heading[10]) 

    newAmp.insert(0, "AMP") 
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    #Create new data table 

    newTable =  

np.column_stack((newLon,newLat,newYear,newMonth,newDay,newHour,newMin,newSeco

nd,newTemp,newAmp)) 

    np.savetxt(outputfileName, newTable, delimiter=',', fmt="%s") 

 

    #Create variables to make new shapefile of averaged points: 

    dataTxt = outputfileName 

    dataView = "Averaged_Data_View" 

    dataLayer = "Averaged_Data_Layer" 

 

    #Make Table View 

    arcpy.MakeTableView_management(dataTxt, dataView, "", "", "X X VISIBLE 

NONE;Y Y VISIBLE NONE;YEAR YEAR VISIBLE NONE;MONTH MONTH VISIBLE NONE;DAY DAY 

VISIBLE NONE;HOUR HOUR VISIBLE NONE;MINUTE MINUTE VISIBLE NONE;SECOND SECOND 

VISIBLE NONE;TEMP TEMP VISIBLE NONE;AMP AMP VISIBLE NONE") 

    #Make XY Event Layer 

    arcpy.MakeXYEventLayer_management(dataView, "x", "y", dataLayer, 

"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.2

57223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]];-400 -

400 1000000000;-100000 10000;-100000 10000;8.98315284119522E-

09;0.001;0.001;IsHighPrecision", "") 

 

    #Copy Features 

    arcpy.CopyFeatures_management(dataLayer, outputName, "", "0", "0", "0") 

 

(iv). User Selection Python Script 
 
#ADCP User Selection Tool 

#Nick Alcaraz nia3@duke.edu 

#Spring 2017 

# 

#Select area to create new point and 

#raster data set 

 

import arcpy 

 

# Script arguments 

Input_ADCP_File = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0) 

 

Output_File_Name = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1) 

 

User_Selection = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(2) 

if User_Selection == '#' or not User_Selection: 

    User_Selection = "in_memory\\{408EA2FD-9914-4549-B57F-E18052040863}" # 

provide a default value if unspecified 

 

PointToRaster_tif = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(3) 

 

# Local variables: 

ADCP_Points_Layer = "Data_2014_Layer" 

User_Selected_Points = ADCP_Points_Layer 

Row_Count = "0" 

 

# Set Geoprocessing environments 
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arcpy.env.scratchWorkspace = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS 

PROJECT\\Scratch" 

arcpy.env.outputCoordinateSystem = 

"GEOGCS['GCS_Deception_Island',DATUM['D_Deception_Island',SPHEROID['Clarke_18

80_RGS',6378249.145,293.465]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532

925199433]]" 

arcpy.env.geographicTransformations = "" 

arcpy.env.workspace = "C:\\Users\\nia3\\Desktop\\MASTERS PROJECT\\Data" 

 

# Process: Make Feature Layer 

arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(Input_ADCP_File, ADCP_Points_Layer, "", "", 

"FID FID VISIBLE NONE;Shape Shape VISIBLE NONE;X X VISIBLE NONE;Y Y VISIBLE 

NONE;YEAR YEAR VISIBLE NONE;MONTH MONTH VISIBLE NONE;DAY DAY VISIBLE 

NONE;HOUR HOUR VISIBLE NONE;MINUTE MINUTE VISIBLE NONE;SECOND SECOND VISIBLE 

NONE;LGB LGB VISIBLE NONE;TEMP TEMP VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN1 AMPBIN1 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN2 AMPBIN2 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN3 AMPBIN3 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN4 

AMPBIN4 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN5 AMPBIN5 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN6 AMPBIN6 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN7 AMPBIN7 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN8 AMPBIN8 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN9 

AMPBIN9 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN10 AMPBIN10 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN11 AMPBIN11 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN12 AMPBIN12 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN13 AMPBIN13 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN14 

AMPBIN14 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN15 AMPBIN15 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN16 AMPBIN16 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN17 AMPBIN17 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN18 AMPBIN18 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN19 AMPBIN19 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN20 AMPBIN20 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN21 

AMPBIN21 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN22 AMPBIN22 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN23 AMPBIN23 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN24 AMPBIN24 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN25 AMPBIN25 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN26 AMPBIN26 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN27 AMPBIN27 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN28 

AMPBIN28 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN29 AMPBIN29 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN30 AMPBIN30 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN31 AMPBIN31 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN32 AMPBIN32 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN33 AMPBIN33 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN34 AMPBIN34 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN35 

AMPBIN35 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN36 AMPBIN36 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN37 AMPBIN37 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN38 AMPBIN38 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN39 AMPBIN39 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN40 AMPBIN40 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN41 AMPBIN41 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN42 

AMPBIN42 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN43 AMPBIN43 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN44 AMPBIN44 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN45 AMPBIN45 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN46 AMPBIN46 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN47 AMPBIN47 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN48 AMPBIN48 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN49 

AMPBIN49 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN50 AMPBIN50 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN51 AMPBIN51 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN52 AMPBIN52 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN53 AMPBIN53 VISIBLE 

NONE;AMPBIN54 AMPBIN54 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN55 AMPBIN55 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN56 

AMPBIN56 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN57 AMPBIN57 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN58 AMPBIN58 

VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN59 AMPBIN59 VISIBLE NONE;AMPBIN60 AMPBIN60 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN1 PGBIN1 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN2 PGBIN2 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN3 PGBIN3 

VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN4 PGBIN4 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN5 PGBIN5 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN6 

PGBIN6 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN7 PGBIN7 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN8 PGBIN8 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN9 PGBIN9 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN10 PGBIN10 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN11 PGBIN11 

VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN12 PGBIN12 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN13 PGBIN13 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN14 PGBIN14 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN15 PGBIN15 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN16 

PGBIN16 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN17 PGBIN17 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN18 PGBIN18 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN19 PGBIN19 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN20 PGBIN20 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN21 

PGBIN21 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN22 PGBIN22 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN23 PGBIN23 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN24 PGBIN24 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN25 PGBIN25 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN26 

PGBIN26 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN27 PGBIN27 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN28 PGBIN28 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN29 PGBIN29 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN30 PGBIN30 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN31 

PGBIN31 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN32 PGBIN32 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN33 PGBIN33 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN34 PGBIN34 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN35 PGBIN35 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN36 

PGBIN36 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN37 PGBIN37 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN38 PGBIN38 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN39 PGBIN39 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN40 PGBIN40 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN41 

PGBIN41 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN42 PGBIN42 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN43 PGBIN43 VISIBLE 
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NONE;PGBIN44 PGBIN44 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN45 PGBIN45 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN46 

PGBIN46 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN47 PGBIN47 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN48 PGBIN48 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN49 PGBIN49 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN50 PGBIN50 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN51 

PGBIN51 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN52 PGBIN52 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN53 PGBIN53 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN54 PGBIN54 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN55 PGBIN55 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN56 

PGBIN56 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN57 PGBIN57 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN58 PGBIN58 VISIBLE 

NONE;PGBIN59 PGBIN59 VISIBLE NONE;PGBIN60 PGBIN60 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN1 

DEPTHBIN1 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN2 DEPTHBIN2 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN3 DEPTHBIN3 

VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN4 DEPTHBIN4 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN5 DEPTHBIN5 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN6 DEPTHBIN6 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN7 DEPTHBIN7 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN8 DEPTHBIN8 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN9 DEPTHBIN9 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN10 DEPTHBIN10 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN11 DEPTHBIN11 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN12 DEPTHBIN12 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN13 DEPTHBIN13 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN14 DEPTHBIN14 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN15 DEPTHBIN15 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN16 DEPTHBIN16 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN17 DEPTHBIN17 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN18 DEPTHBIN18 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN19 DEPTHBIN19 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN20 DEPTHBIN20 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN21 DEPTHBIN21 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN22 DEPTHBIN22 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN23 DEPTHBIN23 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN24 DEPTHBIN24 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN25 DEPTHBIN25 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN26 DEPTHBIN26 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN27 DEPTHBIN27 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN28 DEPTHBIN28 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN29 DEPTHBIN29 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN30 DEPTHBIN30 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN31 DEPTHBIN31 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN32 DEPTHBIN32 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN33 DEPTHBIN33 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN34 DEPTHBIN34 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN35 DEPTHBIN35 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN36 DEPTHBIN36 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN37 DEPTHBIN37 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN38 DEPTHBIN38 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN39 DEPTHBIN39 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN40 DEPTHBIN40 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN41 DEPTHBIN41 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN42 DEPTHBIN42 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN43 DEPTHBIN43 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN44 DEPTHBIN44 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN45 DEPTHBIN45 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN46 DEPTHBIN46 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN47 DEPTHBIN47 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN48 DEPTHBIN48 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN49 DEPTHBIN49 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN50 DEPTHBIN50 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN51 DEPTHBIN51 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN52 DEPTHBIN52 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN53 DEPTHBIN53 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN54 DEPTHBIN54 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN55 DEPTHBIN55 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN56 DEPTHBIN56 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN57 DEPTHBIN57 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN58 DEPTHBIN58 VISIBLE NONE;DEPTHBIN59 DEPTHBIN59 VISIBLE 

NONE;DEPTHBIN60 DEPTHBIN60 VISIBLE NONE") 

 

# Process: Select Layer By Location 

arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management(ADCP_Points_Layer, "WITHIN", 

User_Selection, "", "NEW_SELECTION", "NOT_INVERT") 

# Process: Get Count 

arcpy.GetCount_management(User_Selected_Points) 

# Process: Copy Features (2) 

arcpy.CopyFeatures_management(User_Selected_Points, Output_File_Name, "", 

"0", "0", "0") 

# Process: Point to Raster 

arcpy.PointToRaster_conversion(Output_File_Name, "FID", PointToRaster_tif, 

"MOST_FREQUENT", "NONE", "0.066") 
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VIII. Appendix C 
 
(i). Graph Integrated ADCP Data by Latitude and Longitude 
 
%Sample code from 2011 data set 

%Graph ADCP output products 

%All data 2011 

  

clear 

data = xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\MP\Data\all_select_2011.xls'); 

  

zbiom = data(:,10); 

lon = data(:,1); 

lat = data(:,2); 

  

figure(1) 

nbins = 20; 

histogram(zbiom,nbins); 

xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

ylabel('Count'); 

title('2011 Depth Integrated') 

xlim([40 140]) 

ylim([0 450]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([40 60 80 100 120 140]),'YTick',([0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

350 400 450])) 

  

sixtythree = 0; 

sixtyfour = 0; 

sixtyfive = 0; 

sixtysix = 0; 

sixtyseven = 0; 

sixtyeight = 0; 

sixtynine = 0; 

seventy = 0; 

  

for j = 1:length(data) 

     

    check = num2str(data(j,2)); 

     

    if strncmpi(check,'-63',3); 

        sixtythree = sixtythree + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-64',3); 

        sixtyfour = sixtyfour + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-65',3); 

        sixtyfive = sixtyfive + 1;     

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-66',3); 

        sixtysix = sixtysix + 1;     

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-67',3); 

        sixtyseven = sixtyseven + 1;     

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-68',3); 

        sixtyeight = sixtyeight + 1;      

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-69',3); 

        sixtynine = sixtynine + 1;     

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-70',3); 

        seventy = seventy + 1; 

    end 
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end 

vecsixtythree = zeros(1,sixtythree); 

vecsixtyfour = zeros(1,sixtyfour); 

vecsixtyfive = zeros(1,sixtyfive); 

vecsixtysix = zeros(1,sixtysix); 

vecsixtyseven = zeros(1,sixtyseven); 

vecsixtyeight = zeros(1,sixtyeight); 

vecsixtynine = zeros(1,sixtynine); 

vecseventy = zeros(1,seventy); 

  

sixtythree = 0; 

sixtyfour = 0; 

sixtyfive = 0; 

sixtysix = 0; 

sixtyseven = 0; 

sixtyeight = 0; 

sixtynine = 0; 

seventy = 0; 

  

for k = 1:length(data) 

     

    check = num2str(data(k,2)); 

     

    if strncmpi(check,'-63',3); 

       sixtythree = sixtythree + 1; 

       vecsixtythree(sixtythree) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-64',3); 

        sixtyfour = sixtyfour + 1; 

        vecsixtyfour(sixtyfour) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-65',3); 

        sixtyfive = sixtyfive + 1;  

        vecsixtyfive(sixtyfive) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-66',3); 

        sixtysix = sixtysix + 1;  

        vecsixtysix(sixtysix) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-67',3); 

        sixtyseven = sixtyseven + 1;  

        vecsixtyseven(sixtyseven) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-68',3); 

        sixtyeight = sixtyeight + 1; 

        vecsixtyeight(sixtyeight) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-69',3); 

        sixtynine = sixtynine + 1;   

        vecsixtynine(sixtynine) = data(k,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'-70',3); 

        seventy = seventy + 1;   

        vecseventy(seventy) = data(k,10); 

    end 

end 

  

figure(2); 

subplot(241) 

hist(vecsixtythree,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([40 60 80 100 120]),'YTick',([0 50 100 150 200 250])) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 
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%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 63(deg)'); 

hold on 

subplot(242) 

hist(vecsixtyfour,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 64(deg)'); 

subplot(243) 

hist(vecsixtyfive,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 65(deg)'); 

subplot(244) 

hist(vecsixtysix,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 66(deg)'); 

subplot(245) 

hist(vecsixtyseven,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 67(deg)'); 

subplot(246) 

hist(vecsixtyeight,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 68(deg)'); 

subplot(247) 

hist(vecsixtynine,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 69(deg)'); 

subplot(248) 

hist(vecseventy,5); 

xlim([45,115]) 

ylim([0,275]) 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Latitude 70(deg)'); 

[ax1,h1]=suplabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

[ax2,h2]=suplabel('Count','y'); 

[ax4,h3]=suplabel('2011 Cruise' ,'t'); 

set(h3,'FontSize',15) 
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twoeightone = 0; 

twoeighttwo = 0; 

twoeightthree = 0; 

twoeightfour = 0; 

twoeightfive = 0; 

twoeightsix = 0; 

twoeightseven = 0; 

twoeighteight = 0; 

twoeightnine = 0; 

twoninezero = 0; 

twonineone = 0; 

twoninetwo = 0; 

twoninethree = 0; 

twoninefour = 0; 

twoninefive = 0; 

twoninesix = 0; 

twonineseven = 0; 

twonineeight = 0; 

  

for q = 1:length(data) 

     

    check = num2str(data(q,1)); 

     

    if strncmpi(check,'281',3); 

        twoeightone = twoeightone + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'282',3); 

        twoeighttwo = twoeighttwo + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'283',3); 

        twoeightthree = twoeightthree + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'284',3); 

        twoeightfour = twoeightfour + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'285',3); 

        twoeightfive = twoeightfive + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'286',3); 

        twoeightsix = twoeightsix + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'287',3); 

        twoeightseven = twoeightseven + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'288',3); 

        twoeighteight = twoeighteight + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'289',3); 

        twoeightnine = twoeightnine + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'290',3); 

        twoninezero = twoninezero + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'291',3); 

        twonineone = twonineone + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'292',3); 

        twoninetwo = twoninetwo + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'293',3); 

        twoninethree = twoninethree + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'294',3); 

        twoninefour = twoninefour + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'295',3); 

        twoninefive = twoninefive + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'296',3); 

        twoninesix = twoninesix + 1; 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'297',3); 

        twonineseven = twonineseven + 1; 
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    elseif strncmpi(check,'298',3); 

        twonineeight = twonineeight + 1; 

    end 

end 

vectwoeightone = zeros(1,twoeightone); 

vectwoeighttwo = zeros(1,twoeighttwo); 

vectwoeightthree = zeros(1,twoeightthree); 

vectwoeightfour = zeros(1,twoeightfour); 

vectwoeightfive = zeros(1,twoeightfive); 

vectwoeightsix = zeros(1,twoeightsix); 

vectwoeightseven = zeros(1,twoeightseven); 

vectwoeighteight = zeros(1,twoeighteight); 

vectwoeightnine = zeros(1,twoeightnine); 

vectwoninezero = zeros(1,twoninezero); 

vectwonineone = zeros(1,twonineone); 

vectwoninetwo = zeros(1,twoninetwo); 

vectwoninethree = zeros(1,twoninethree); 

vectwoninefour = zeros(1,twoninefour); 

vectwoninefive = zeros(1,twoninefive); 

vectwoninesix = zeros(1,twoninesix); 

vectwonineseven = zeros(1,twonineseven); 

vectwonineeight = zeros(1,twonineeight); 

  

twoeightone = 0; 

twoeighttwo = 0; 

twoeightthree = 0; 

twoeightfour = 0; 

twoeightfive = 0; 

twoeightsix = 0; 

twoeightseven = 0; 

twoeighteight = 0; 

twoeightnine = 0; 

twoninezero = 0; 

twonineone = 0; 

twoninetwo = 0; 

twoninethree = 0; 

twoninefour = 0; 

twoninefive = 0; 

twoninesix = 0; 

twonineseven = 0; 

twonineeight = 0; 

  

for r = 1:length(data) 

     

    check = num2str(data(r,1)); 

     

    if strncmpi(check,'281',3); 

        twoeightone = twoeightone + 1; 

        vectwoeightone(twoeightone) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'282',3); 

        twoeighttwo = twoeighttwo + 1; 

        vectwoeighttwo(twoeighttwo) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'283',3); 

        twoeightthree = twoeightthree + 1; 

        vectwoeightthree(twoeightthree) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'284',3); 

        twoeightfour = twoeightfour + 1; 
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        vectwoeightfour(twoeightfour) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'285',3); 

        twoeightfive = twoeightfive + 1; 

        vectwoeightfive(twoeightfive) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'286',3); 

        twoeightsix = twoeightsix + 1; 

        vectwoeightsix(twoeightsix) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'287',3); 

        twoeightseven = twoeightseven + 1; 

        vectwoeightseven(twoeightseven) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'288',3); 

        twoeighteight = twoeighteight + 1; 

        vectwoeighteight(twoeighteight) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'289',3); 

        twoeightnine = twoeightnine + 1; 

        vectwoeightnine(twoeightnine) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'290',3); 

        twoninezero = twoninezero + 1; 

        vectwoninezero(twoninezero) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'291',3); 

        twonineone = twonineone + 1; 

        vectwonineone(twonineone) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'292',3); 

        twoninetwo = twoninetwo + 1; 

        vectwoninetwo(twoninetwo) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'293',3); 

        twoninethree = twoninethree + 1; 

        vectwoninethree(twoninethree) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'294',3); 

        twoninefour = twoninefour + 1; 

        vectwoninefour(twoninefour) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'295',3); 

        twoninefive = twoninefive + 1; 

        vectwoninefive(twoninefive) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'296',3); 

        twoninesix = twoninesix + 1; 

        vectwoninesix(twoninesix) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'297',3); 

        twonineseven = twonineseven + 1; 

        vectwonineseven(twonineseven) = data(r,10); 

    elseif strncmpi(check,'298',3); 

        twonineeight = twonineeight + 1; 

        vectwonineeight(twonineeight) = data(r,10); 

    end 

end 

  

figure(3); 

subplot(361) 

hist(vectwoeightone,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 281(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

hold on 

subplot(362) 
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hist(vectwoeighttwo,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 282(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(363) 

hist(vectwoeightthree,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 283(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(364) 

hist(vectwoeightfour,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 284(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(365) 

hist(vectwoeightfive,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 285(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(366) 

hist(vectwoeightsix,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 286(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(367) 

hist(vectwoeightseven,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 287(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(368) 

hist(vectwoeighteight,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 288(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(369) 

hist(vectwoeightnine,5); 
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%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 289(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,10) 

hist(vectwoninezero,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 290(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,11) 

hist(vectwonineone,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 291(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,12) 

hist(vectwoninetwo,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 292(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,13) 

hist(vectwoninethree,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 293(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,14) 

hist(vectwoninefour,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 294(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,15) 

hist(vectwoninefive,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 295(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,16) 

hist(vectwoninesix,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 
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%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 296(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

subplot(3,6,17) 

hist(vectwonineseven,5); 

%xlabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

%ylabel('Count'); 

title('Longitude 297(deg)') 

xlim([45 115]) 

ylim([0 125]) 

set(gca,'XTick',([60 80 100])) 

[ax1,h1]=suplabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

[ax2,h2]=suplabel('Count','y'); 

[ax4,h3]=suplabel('2011 Cruise' ,'t'); 

set(h3,'FontSize',15) 

 

(ii). Graph ADCP Data by Depth 
 
%Sample code from 2015 data set 

%Graph ADCP depth bin data 

%All data 2015 

  

clear 

data = xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\MP\Data\2015\Data_2015_reduced.xls'); 

  

one = data(:,11); 

ones = (sum(one(:,1)))/8019; 

two = data(:,12); 

twos = (sum(two(:,1)))/8019; 

three = data(:,13); 

threes = (sum(three(:,1)))/8019; 

four = data(:,14); 

fours = (sum(four(:,1)))/8019; 

five = data(:,15); 

fives = (sum(five(:,1)))/8019; 

six = data(:,16); 

sixes = (sum(six(:,1)))/8019; 

seven = data(:,17); 

sevens = (sum(seven(:,1)))/8019; 

eight = data(:,18); 

eights = (sum(eight(:,1)))/8019; 

nine = data(:,19); 

nines = (sum(nine(:,1)))/8019; 

ten = data(:,20); 

tens = (sum(ten(:,1)))/8019; 

eleven = data(:,21); 

elevens = (sum(eleven(:,1)))/8019; 

twelve = data(:,22); 

twelves = (sum(twelve(:,1)))/8019; 

thirteen = data(:,23); 

thirteens = (sum(thirteen(:,1)))/8019; 

fourteen = data(:,24); 

fourteens = (sum(fourteen(:,1)))/8019; 

fifteen = data(:,25); 
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fifteens = (sum(fifteen(:,1)))/8019; 

sixteen = data(:,26); 

sixteens = (sum(sixteen(:,1)))/8019; 

seventeen = data(:,27); 

seventeens = (sum(seventeen(:,1)))/8019; 

eighteen = data(:,28); 

eighteens = (sum(eighteen(:,1)))/8019; 

  

A = 

horzcat(ones,twos,threes,fours,fives,sixes,sevens,eights,nines,tens,elevens,t

welves,thirteens,fourteens,fifteens,sixteens,seventeens,eighteens)'; 

xlswrite('C:\Users\Nick\Desktop\MP\Data\2015\average_2015.xls', A, 'Data'); 

  

figure(1); 

subplot(361); 

histfit(one,20); 

title('Bin 1'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

hold on 

subplot(362); 

histfit(two,20); 

title('Bin 2'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(363); 

histfit(three,20); 

title('Bin 3'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(364); 

histfit(four,20); 

title('Bin 4'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(365); 

histfit(five,20); 

title('Bin 5'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(366); 

histfit(six,20); 

title('Bin 6'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(367); 

histfit(seven,20); 

title('Bin 7'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(368); 

histfit(eight,20); 

title('Bin 8'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(369); 

histfit(nine,20); 
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title('Bin 9'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,10); 

histfit(ten,20); 

title('Bin 10'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,11); 

histfit(eleven,20); 

title('Bin 11'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,12); 

histfit(twelve,20); 

title('Bin 12'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,13); 

histfit(thirteen,20); 

title('Bin 13'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,14); 

histfit(fourteen,20); 

title('Bin 14'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,15); 

histfit(fifteen,20); 

title('Bin 15'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,16); 

histfit(sixteen,20); 

title('Bin 16'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,17); 

histfit(seventeen,20); 

title('Bin 17'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

subplot(3,6,18); 

histfit(eighteen,20); 

title('Bin 18'); 

xlim([25 220]); 

ylim([0 2000]); 

[ax1,h1]=suplabel('Amplitude (RSSI)'); 

[ax2,h2]=suplabel('Count','y'); 

[ax4,h3]=suplabel('2015 Cruise' ,'t'); 

set(h3,'FontSize',15) 
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IX. Appendix D 
 
MatLab and ArcGIS Products 
 
(i). 

 
(ii). 
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(iii). 

 
 

(iv). 
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(v). 

 
 

(vi). 
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(vii). 

 
(viii). 

 
(ix). 
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(x). 

 
(xi). 

 
(xii). 
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(xiii). 

 
(xiv). 
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(xv). 

 
 

(xvi). 
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(xvii). 

 
(xviii). 
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(xix). 

 
 

(xx). 
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X. Appendix E 
 
(i). Depth Separated Mean, Median, and Mode Table 
 

Year 2011 2012 2013 

Depth Bin MEAN MEDIAN MODE MEAN MEDIAN MODE MEAN MEDIAN MODE 

1 157 157 151 140 138 136 142 141 142 

2 131 130 127 119 116 109 121 118 115 

3 119 117 114 109 103 100 111 107 102 

4 112 111 111 104 97 94 107 100 101 

5 106 104 100 100 92 80 103 95 91 

6 102 98 96 98 87 77 99 90 90 

7 98 93 88 96 84 75 95 85 81 

8 95 89 86 93 80 71 92 80 72 

9 95 87 82 92 79 68 90 77 73 

10 95 87 81 92 82 68 90 76 70 

11 97 87 80 96 87 65 91 80 62 

12 101 88 82 100 90 67 95 84 86 

13 103 88 78 105 93 84 98 83 78 

14 101 88 77 109 96 86 100 84 79 

15 99 92 74 110 100 87 100 87 60 

16 100 89 76 109 100 69 100 88 66 

17 102 87 74 107 99 68 99 87 63 

18 100 86 75 104 98 65 98 87 65 

 

Year 2104 2015 

 

Depth Bin MEAN MEDIAN MODE MEAN MEDIAN MODE 

1 144 143 146 142 141 134 

2 123 120 117 127 123 120 

3 114 111 107 121 116 108 

4 108 105 101 117 111 100 

5 103 99 97 114 106 94 

6 98 92 94 110 101 99 

7 93 86 85 107 97 94 

8 90 81 85 105 95 94 

9 87 79 68 104 94 89 

10 88 78 66 104 93 88 

11 92 81 62 105 94 86 

12 97 84 82 109 96 82 

13 102 85 74 112 97 86 

14 103 89 74 111 98 82 

15 102 92 76 106 99 72 

16 102 90 69 104 94 72 

17 101 89 65 103 97 64 

18 99 88 63 103 98 63 

 


